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It is shown that BR(
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) even at current facilities not
to mention b and c  factories. Leading radiative corrections to annihilation
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), could be observed by experiment at least
at b and c   factories for amplitudes of weak interactions grow with energy increase in this





In present paper it is shown that the experimental investigation of this interesting phe-
nomenon is possible at current facilities.









within the Born approximation. It is shown that BR(
b1









































) at current facilities is estimated high enough not to mention b and c  
factories.
In Section III QCD corrections to widths of decays are discussed.
Conclusion (Section IV) discusses experimental perspectives.
II. WIDTHS, BRANCHING RATIOS, CROSS SECTIONS AND NUMBERS OF
EVENTS








amplitude. We use a handy
formalism of description of a nonrelativistic bound state decays given in the review [2].




































































































One can ignore the vector part of the electroweak electron-positron current j
e 
in Eq.








axial-vector part contributes to the pseudovector (1
++
) quarkonia annihilation. So, the















































































= 1 and 
b





is omitted in Eq. (2).























































































in the c.m. system). Hereafter the





in the c.m. system.
To construct the eective Hamiltonian for the 1
++





pair one expresses the axial-vector quark-antiquark current j
Q
i 5
in Eq. (3) in terms of





































































































and the color spin-factor 
0

























































dr = 1, m
A









bound state wave function in the momentum representation.













































) expf {(p  r)gd
3
r : (8)













































) amplitude one needs to calculate the































































































































































































































































































is used. Note that for the quark and














) =  1, see Eq.
(4).




(1P ) and 
b1
























(1P ) and uu; d

d; ss; cc for 
b1
(1P ) and 
b1


































where N is the number of the light quark avors and R(m
A
) is the quarkonium radius. Using


































where the radiative decays 
c1
(1P ) ! J= , 
b1
(1P ) ! (1S), 
b1
(2P ) ! (1S) and

b1
(2P )! (2S) are taken into account.
A convention [2] uses that L(m
A




)=2) ' 1 for 
c1
(1P ), i.e. when m
A
=








= 10:2552GeV [1], it
depends on the m
A
behavior of the quarkonium radius R(m
A
). For example, the coulomb-




and the logarithm practically does not increase,
L(3:51GeV ) ' L(9:89GeV ) ' L(10:2552GeV ) ' 1. Alternatively, the harmonic oscillator
5
L(10:2552GeV ) ' 1:5. To be conservative one takes L(9:89GeV ) = L(10:2552GeV ) = 2.
So, putting 
s
(3:51GeV ) = 0:2 ; BR(
c1
(1P ) ! J= ) = 0:27 [1], N =






= 3:51GeV and m
Z













(9:89GeV ) = 
s
(10:2552GeV ) = 0:17 ; BR(
b1
(1P ) ! (1S)) =




(2P )! (2S)) = 0; 085+0:21 = 0:295 [1] ; N =































) = 4:1  10
 7
:
Let us discuss possibilities to measure the branching ratios under consideration .




! A! out at resonance peak [1]
















So, for the 
c1
(1P ) state production
 (
c1




(1P )! out) cm
2
(18)
and for the production of the 
b1


















(2P )! out) cm
2
:
In general, the visible cross section at the peak of the narrow resonances like J= ; (1S)
and so on is suppressed by a factor of order of  
tot
=E where E is an energy spread.
But, fortunately, the 
c1
(1P ) resonance width equal to 0.88 MeV [1] is not small in com-












(1P ))=E ' 0:44 and the cross section of the 
c1
(1P ) production




, see Eq. (18), one can during an eective year (10
7
seconds)
working produce 501 
c1
(1P ) states.
Note that such a number of 
c1














As for the 
b1
(1P ) state, its width is unknown up to now [1]. Let us estimate it using
the 
c1
(1P ) ; J= ; (1S) widths and the quark model.















































































































































































Calculating Eq. (22) one used data from [1], BR((1S) ! hadrons)   BR((1S) !











) = 2 as in the foregoing.

















































































= 2:5 : (24)





(1P )) ' 13 
tot
((1S)) ' 0:695MeV : (25)
Let us estimate a number of the 
b1
(1P ) states which can be produced at CESR (Cor-











(1P ))=E ' 0:12 and the cross section of the 
b1
(1P ) production is equal









(1P ) states. This number of the 
b1




At VEPP-4M (Novosibirsk) [1] one can produce a few hundreds of the 
b1
(1P ) states.













produce tens and hundreds of thousands of the 
b1
(1P ) states.
As for the 
b1
(2P ) state, it is impossible to estimate its width by the considered way. The
point is that the 
c1
(2P ) state is unknown up to now [1] (probably, this state lies above the







D production). But, one can express the 
b1
(2P ) width in terms
of the 
b1
(1P ) one using the quark model, see Eq. (13), and the experimental information
[1] on the radiative decays A! V .



















(1P ) : (27)
8
even in the worst case from the standpoint of search for the 
b1
(2P ) state production, in
the case of Eq. (26), a number of produced 
b1
(2P ) states is equal to 41 % , see Eq. (19),
of a number of produced 
b1
(1P ) states.
That is why it is reasonable to believe that there is a good chance to search for the direct
production of the 
b1
(2P ) state as in the case of the 
b1
(1P ) state.
III. QCD CORRECTIONS TO WIDTHS































































































Correspondingly, the correction to the logarithmic approximation Eq. (13) must be taken





























































































collisions by the virtual Z boson.
9








































Eqs. (30) and (32) lead to




















































































































































that, at least, does not lower a chance to produce the 
b1





by the virtual Z boson, too.
IV. CONCLUSION
So, the current facilities give some chance to observe the 
c1





collisions and to study the production of the 
b1
(1P ) and 
b1




collisions in sucient detail.







(1P ) state production in sucient detail and the production of the 
b1
(1P ) and 
b1
(2P )
states in depth. Probably, it is possible to observe the 
c1
(2P ) state production at the c  
factories.
10
quark model but can be used for identication of the 
b1
(1P ) and 
b1
(2P ) states because
the angular momentum J of the states named as 
b1
(1P ) and 
b1
(2P ) needs conrmation
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